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Chief RLXT3 TV mount 2.16 m (85") Black

Brand : Chief Product code: RLXT3

Product name : RLXT3

43" - 85", max. 68 kg, max. 863 x 450 mm, +/- 10° Tilt, Black

Chief RLXT3 TV mount 2.16 m (85") Black:

The Fit series RLXT3 is a large extending tilt display wall mount for 43” to 85” typical display sizes and
supports mounting patterns up to 863 x 450 mm. This next-generation design features 0.75” (19 mm)
post-installation leveling, robust wall plate design supporting up to 150 lbs (68 kg), minimum 2.67” (68
mm) depth up to 6” (152 mm) when fully extended away from the wall, 10° forward and back tilt, and UL
and TUV safety standard approvals.
Chief RLXT3. Maximum weight capacity: 68 kg, Minimum screen size: 109.2 cm (43"), Maximum screen
size: 2.16 m (85"), Maximum VESA mount: 863 x 450 mm. Tilt angle range: -10 - 10°. Product colour:
Black

Mounting

Minimum screen size 109.2 cm (43")
Maximum weight capacity * 68 kg
Maximum screen size * 2.16 m (85")
Maximum VESA mount * 863 x 450 mm
Number of displays supported 1
Mounting type * Wall

Ergonomics

Height adjustment
Height adjustment type Manual
Tilt adjustment

Ergonomics

Tilt angle range -10 - 10°

Design

Product colour * Black

Weight & dimensions

Width 965 mm
Depth (min) 6.8 cm
Depth (max) 6.8 cm
Height 487 mm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pair(s)
Package weight 9.6 kg
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